PVC WINDOWS

UNIQUE ON THE MARKET
BROAD CHOICE OF POSSIBILITIES

EXPRESS YOURSELF

200 RAL COLOURS
OVER 40 VENEERS

OVER

The colour of windows can be matched to the colour of
your entrance door, garage door and rolling shutters.
It is also possible to order windows in two colours to
match the colour of the façade on the outside and the
interior colour scheme inside. In this way, all elements
are perfectly suited to the needs and features of the
building.
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COMPLETE RANGE OF SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR HOME
WE TAKE CARE OF EVERYTHING
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VIRTUAL DESIGN STUDIO

www.krispol.eu
Krispol’s Virtual Design Studio is an absolutely
remarkable tool allowing you to individually design the entrance door, garage door, windows
and rolling shutters, so that you best match
the design of you house. Thanks to a wide-ranging array of colours, patterns and models,
everyone can use the power of their imagination and pick joinery elements to match their
preferences. Most importantly, however, our
customers can be sure that Krispol will supply
the precise selected configuration.
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PVC WINDOWS
FEN 70
Leave the hustle and bustle behind.
Enjoy the warmth of your home. Elegantly designed and

A broad range of functional accessories makes it possible

durable FEN 70 windows with double insulation ensure better

to tailor the windows and terrace doors to individual needs.

living comfort for the whole family. Top-quality window profiles

You can order FEN 70 windows in uniform colours, choosing

and glazing deliver exceptionally good thermal and acoustic

from around a dozen of attractive veneer types, or opt for a

insulation factors for windows of this class. In practice, this

veneered version on the outside only, showcasing the superb

translates into lower costs of heating and effective elimination

visual form of the profile.

of outside noise.

5 chambers

HIGH
THERMAL
PERFORMANCE

PROFILE
70-mm

THIN WELD
SUPREME VENEERING
TECHNOLOGY

Over A dozen
of veneers
to choose from

5 YEARS’
GUARANTEE
DOUBLE AND TRIPLE
PANE GLAZING UNITS,
UP TO 36 mm
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PVC WINDOWS
FEN 76
Ask for more!
FEN 76 is a window system which, thanks to extraordinarily

able to provide profiles painted in any colour from the RAL

low heat transfer coefficients, can be successfully applied in

palette. FEN 76 is also the best choice for windows of non-

energy-efficient homes.

standard shapes (e.g. based on small-radius circles) as well as
tilt-and-slide and lift-and-slide terrace doors.

The elegantly styled form of the window profile is visually
appealing both in the snow white version and in other colours

There are no limits to creativity!

available. Our customers are offered over 40 attractive
veneers. In addition, thanks to aluminium overlays, we are

7 OR 5 CHAMBER

PROFILE
76-mm

HIGH
THERMAL
PERFORMANCE

ANTI-DUST
PROTECTOR

THIN WELD
SUPREME VENEERING
TECHNOLOGY

OVER 40 VENEERS TO
CHOOSE FROM

MORE THAN
200 RAL COLOURS

5 YEARS’
GUARANTEE
DOUBLE AND TRIPLE
PANE GLAZING UNITS,
UP TO 48 mm
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PVC WINDOWS
FEN 92
A great choice for all those who appreciate unique solutions.

conditions protects the windows from damage, so that they
always look like new.

FEN 92 windows are the best investment in the future of
your home and a guarantee of minimum maintenance costs

FEN 92 windows and terrace doors can be finished in any style

for many years to come. One of the best window profiles on

that reflects the individual preferences of the user: on one

the market delivers heat transfer coefficients that surpass all

or both sides, or using different veneers on the outside and

other systems available on the market, ideally meeting the

inside (“bicolour”). A wide selection of over 40 veneers ensures

requirements of passive building design. The subtle form of

optimum matching of windows to virtually every interior design

the profile incorporates the most advanced solutions in the

and façade style.

window design technology, while high resistance to weather

6 CHAMBER

HIGH
THERMAL
PERFORMANCE

PROFILE
92-mm

ANTI-DUST
PROTECTOR

Uw<0,8
PASSIVE WINDOW

THIN WELD
SUPREME VENEERING
TECHNOLOGY

OVER 40 VENEERS TO
CHOOSE FROM

5 YEARS’
GUARANTEE

DOUBLE AND TRIPLE
PANE GLAZING UNITS,
UP TO 60 mm
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PVC WINDOWS
ACCESSORIES

HOPPE’S Secustik® HANDLE
safety which you can… hear!

STEP-WISE TILT

Each time the Secustik® window handle is turned, its security

Handle manipulations result in a total of five different window

bolts move very precisely to special notches in the housing

sash positions. The function makes it possible to adjust the

with an audible click which indicates that the security function

intensity of airing, the same preventing unnecessary loss of

has been activated. The patented locking mechanism prevents

heat. Placed in a tilted position, the window is also protected

unauthorized tampering with the Secustik® handle and makes

from slamming shut.

it impossible to open the window from outside, the same
protecting your home against burglary.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL ELEMENT

MAGNETIC STRIKES

The dedicated multifunctional element prevents the tilting of

Window opening sensors are an element of a burglar alarm

the window sash when the window is open. In this way, the

system, and a highly effective, yet discreet, device protecting

window cannot fall out of the upper hinge, what improves

your home from burglars and other intruders. Sensors are

user safety. The element also offers the possibility of closing

integrated with multi-point fittings and are invisible when the

balcony doors from the outside acting as a latch, and makes it

window is closed.

easier to close the sash by acting as a lift.

ANTI-BURGLARY MUSHROOM CAM

CONCEALED HINGES

The wide edge of the roller cam, sometimes called the

Now windows can be even more visually attractive thanks

"mushroom cam", engages the window sash in the anti-

to concealing the hinges. SELECT fittings are completely

burglary latch on the frame. The combination of the two

invisible, also from the inside!

elements effectively secures the closed window against
burglary attempts.
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ROLLING SHUTTERS
Energy efficiency is one of the most important parameters of

Rolling shutters also bring a range of benefits outside the he-

each house. The better the insulation, the lower maintenance

ating season. In hot weather, they protect the inside of the

costs. Since windows are the largest openings in the building’s

building from overheating. They make it possible to control the

structure, they should be protected properly so as to improve

amount of light coming inside, thus increasing the comfort of

the overall energy balance of the building.

your working and resting time. They are a natural barrier ensuring intimacy and, due to their attractive colours, they are an

KRISPOL'S THERMALLY INSULATED ROLLING
SHUTTERS REDUCE HEAT LOSSES UP TO 37%!
THIS MEANS CONSIDERABLE SAVINGS!

BUILT-ON
ROLLING SHUTTERS

additional element of interior decoration. A combined purchase
of windows and rolling shutters allows both products to be ideally matched both in terms of structure and visually appealing
colours.

BUILT-IN
ROLLING SHUTTERS

WINDOW-MOUNTED
ROLLING SHUTTERS
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Krispol Sp. z o.o. Psary Małe, ul. Budowlana 1, 62-300 Września, tel. +48 61 662 41 00, fax +48 61 436 76 48,
e-mail: biuro@krispol.pl, www.krispol.eu
The brochure is meant as a means of advertising and does not
constitute an offer within the meaning of the Act of 23 April 1964
on the Civil Code. Product drawings and photographs included in
the brochure are provided for the purpose of illustration only, and
may differ from the actual products. Krispol Sp. z o.o. reserves the
right to modify the product range at any time. Visual elements or
descriptions included in the brochure can be used for the purpose
of product sales only on the responsibility and liability of the entity
performing the sales, without any legal effects arising for Krispol
Sp. z o.o.
The brochure was published on 25.01.2013.
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